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We study experimentally the phenomenon of ghost stochastic resonance in pulse-coupled excitable systems,
for input signals distributed among different elements. Specifically, two excitable electronic circuits are driven
by different sinusoidal signals that produce periodic spikes at distinct frequencies. Their outputs are sent to a
third circuit that processes these spiking signals and is additionally perturbed by noise. When the input signals
are harmonics of a certain fundamental �that is not present in the inputs� the processing circuit exhibits, for an
optimal amount of noise, a resonant response at the frequency of the missing fundamental �ghost frequency�.
In contrast with the standard case in which the signals being directly integrated are sinusoidal, this behavior
relies here on a coincidence-detection mechanism. When the input signals are homogeneously shifted in
frequency, the processing circuit responds with pulse packages composed of spikes at a frequency that depends
linearly on the frequency shift. Expressions for the dependence of the package period and duration on the
frequency shift and spike width, respectively, are obtained. These results provide an experimental verification
of a recently proposed mechanism of binaural pitch perception.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Stochastic resonance �SR� has become a paradigm of
noise-enhanced signal detection in nonlinear systems �1,2�.
Most SR studies have concentrated on simple harmonic sig-
nals, although some attention has also been paid to signals
with complex spectra, such as multifrequency �3�, noisy �4�,
and aperiodic �5� signals. Those studies have been mostly
restricted so far to noise-enhanced amplification and detec-
tion, but complex signals also need to be processed. The
term “processing” refers here to the ability to extract a single
quantitative feature from a complex signal with a multifea-
tured spectrum. A classical example is the perception of the
pitch of complex sounds, through which our brain is able to
extract a quantitative attribute from a multifrequency sound
and compare it on a one-dimensional scale with pure har-
monic �i.e., single-frequency� sounds.

Recently, a mechanism has been proposed that addresses
both signal detection and processing enhanced by noise in
excitable systems. Via this mechanism, named ghost stochas-
tic resonance �GSR�, an excitable element driven by several
sinusoidal inputs, all of them harmonics of �but different
from� a certain fundamental frequency, responds optimally to
the missing fundamental �ghost frequency� for an intermedi-
ate amount of noise �6�. When the signals are rendered in-
harmonic �by applying a frequency shift equally to all of
them�, the system responds with a linear shift in the response
frequency, which agrees with previous psychophysical ex-
periments if that response frequency is identified with the
perceived pitch �7�. GSR has been observed experimentally
in semiconductor lasers �8,9� and in electronic circuits �10�.

The ghost resonance mechanism described above relies
on two basic features: �i� the individual frequencies compos-
ing the complex tones add linearly, producing peaks of con-
structive interference whose amplitude is always insufficient
to trigger individually the system’s output; and �ii� the sys-
tem threshold is reached with noise, which naturally selects
the maximum constructive interferences. The spacing of
these maxima, and consequently the system’s pulsed output,
occurs at the ghost frequency, whose detection can be opti-
mized by noise following a standard SR mechanism. One
can thus say that processing in this case takes place before
detection, and is performed through a straightforward linear
summation of the input signals. In other situations, however,
processing either is interwoven with detection, or takes place
after it. This happens, for instance, when the input signals are
distributed among different detecting elements. In that case,
processing has to occur after detection, and has to be medi-
ated by the coupling between the detecting elements. Such a
situation has been experimentally investigated in mutually
coupled semiconductor lasers, with two different harmonics
being applied to each of two lasers. Successful response at
the ghost frequency was reported in that case �11�.

The processing of distributed inputs has also physiologi-
cal functionalities. An example is binaural pitch perception,
where input harmonics are separately presented to human
subjects through different ears and the missing fundamental
is still perceived �12�. The GSR mechanism can be extended
to describe this situation by taking into account that the dif-
ferent inputs are transduced by distinct detector neurons into
spike trains of different frequencies, and integrated by a third
neuron in a deeper processing layer of the auditory system.
Such a model has been recently studied by means of numeri-
cal simulations, yielding the expected GSR effect �13�. This
mechanism can also apply for arrival time detection and
comparison between left and right ear, whenever arrival
times have to be differentially processed between different
receptor organs �for instance, in the processing of interaural
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time differences for sound localization in mammals �14��.
In this paper we present an experimental realization of

this mechanism, implemented in pulse-coupled nonlinear
electronic circuits operating in an excitable regime. The re-
sults obtained, besides providing experimental verification of
the phenomenon, give us further insight into the structure of
the resulting processing signal in the presence of inharmo-
nicity. In what follows, after describing the specifics of the
electronic circuits used in our study �Sec. II�, we show evi-
dence of the existence of GSR �Sec. III�, followed by a de-
scription of the inharmonic case �Sec. IV�, and an analysis of
the response of the processing circuit in that case, which has
the form of pulse packages that can be fully characterized
�Sec. V�.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM

Our model system is an excitable version of the so-called
Chua circuit �15�, shown in Fig. 1�a�. This circuit contains a
nonlinear resistor connected to a set of passive electronic
components. Different dynamical regimes arise for different
values of the resistor Rexc, including stable, periodic, excit-
able, and chaotic dynamics. We tune the circuit into an ex-
citable regime by setting Rexc=270 �. This regime is char-
acterized by excursions away from a stable state when an
external perturbation exceeds a certain threshold �16�. The
external perturbation is provided by an input signal at V1 �see
Fig. 1�a��, applied through a voltage follower combined with
a discharge resistance of 2 k� �15�. The excursions take the
form of voltage pulses in the circuit’s output; a typical ex-
ample is shown in Fig. 1�b�. All experimental results ob-
tained in this paper have been reproduced by numerical
simulations of the circuit �results not shown�.

The experimental setup is schematically depicted in Fig.
2. Two input circuits are harmonically driven at two different
frequencies, f1 and f2, generated by an Agilent 33250A func-
tion generator. The modulation amplitude of both signals is
set above the excitable threshold of the circuits, in order to
induce periodic spiking at their outputs. The outputs V1 �see
Fig. 1�a�� of both circuits are sent to a third, processing cir-
cuit via a voltage follower �which guarantees unidirectional
coupling� and an electronic adder. The latter also receives a
noisy signal with a bandwidth of 80 MHz, produced by the
function generator, and whose intensity can be adjusted.

III. INFLUENCE OF NOISE

The processing circuit is set to operate in the subthreshold
regime in the absence of noise. This is possible by adjusting
the voltages coming from the two input circuits �via a volt-
age adder with variable gain� to a subthreshold value, so that
the sum of the two input spiking signals is not strong enough
to produce spiking in the third circuit without noise �the role
of noise in the dynamics is crucial in that sense�. The two
input frequencies have the form

f1 = kf0 + �f , f2 = �k + 1�f0 + �f , �1�

where f0 is the fundamental frequency, k�1 is an integer,
and �f is a frequency detuning. In our particular case, we

FIG. 1. �a� Scheme of an excitable Chua circuit, which is con-
structed with two TL082 operational amplifiers and passive elec-
tronic components of values: L=10 mH, C1=10 nF, C2=1 nF,
Vcc=5 V, R1=10 k�, R2=270 �, R3=1 k�, R4=220 �, RL

=20 �. We set Rexc=270 � in order to have excitable dynamics. V1

corresponds to the output of the circuit, which is coupled to a sec-
ondary Chua through a voltage follower. �b� Typical spike gener-
ated by the circuit shown in plot �a�.

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the experimental setup. Two
excitable circuits are driven by two different frequencies f1 and f2,
and their output is sent to a third processing circuit that will respond
at a frequency fr.
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first set f1=1600 Hz and f2=2400 Hz, which correspond to
k=2, f0=800 Hz, and �f =0. The peak voltages that the pro-
cessing circuit receives from the two input circuits are equal
�V1p=V2p=0.35 V� and, as explained above, chosen so that
their sum is still below the spiking threshold of that circuit
�Vthr�0.78 V, determined by adjusting the gain of the volt-
age adder in the presence of only one spiking input�. Due to
that fact, an extra signal is needed in order to induce spikes
at the output of the processing circuit. This signal is the
noise, whose amplitude is controlled by the gain � of an
electronic amplifier placed at the output of the noise genera-
tor. In order to have a quantitative value of the noisy signal
amplitude, we calculate the root mean square voltage VRMS.

The left-column plots of Fig. 3 show the time series of the
output of the processing circuit for increasing values of the
noise amplitude. The corresponding probability distribution
functions �PDF� of the time interval between pulses are dis-
played in the right-column plots of the figure. Departing
from a stable output, a small increase of the noise amplitude
�VRMS=0.035 V� produces spikes at multiples of the ghost
frequency �Figs. 3�a� and 3�d��. For a further increase in the
noise amplitude �VRMS=0.194 V� we can observe how the
circuit responds exclusively at the ghost frequency, fr
=800 Hz �Figs. 3�b� and 3�e��. The resonance holds during a
certain range of noise amplitudes, and it is finally lost when
noise becomes large enough �VRMS=0.270 V�, as shown in
Figs. 3�c� and 3�f�. At this point, noise dominates the output
and spikes occur at somewhat irregular periods; although the
ghost frequency is still preferentially detected, the system
responds also directly to the input frequencies. For even
larger noise intensities �not shown�, irregularity dominates
completely the output of the processing circuit.

Figure 4 depicts a systematic study of the influence of
noise in the frequency of the output pulses. The plot shows
the normalized standard deviation of the interval between
spikes vs its mean, corresponding to different values of the

noise amplitude. The plot reveals clearly that the lowest stan-
dard deviation �i.e., the highest regularity� corresponds to a
resonant period of Tr=1.25 ms, which matches the ghost
resonance frequency fr=1/Tr=800 Hz.

IV. INFLUENCE OF INHARMONICITY

Arrived at this point, it might seem that the ghost reso-
nance is a simple response of the system to the difference
between the input frequencies due to nonlinear mixing of
oscillations �fr= f2− f1=2400−1600=800 Hz�. However,
previous experimental realizations of GSR in the presence of
inharmonic inputs indicate that this is not the case, since
these inputs do not produce a response at the frequency dif-
ference �8�. We have performed here a similar set of experi-
ments, in order to verify that the same conclusion applies in
pulse-coupled architectures. To that end, we consider now a
nonzero frequency detuning �f at the input signals, follow-
ing Eq. �1�. This makes the signal frequencies incommensu-
rate, while keeping their difference constant to f0=800 Hz.

In the standard case in which the inputs are sinusoidal, an
analysis of their linear superposition reveals a clear period-
icity at the frequency �6�

fr = f0 +
�f

k + 1
2

, �2�

which is different from the frequency separation between the
input signals �still equal to f0�, showing instead a linear de-
pendence on the frequency shift �f .

The same reasoning used in Ref. �6� to obtain Eq. �2�,
based on the analysis of the addition of sinusoidal signals,
can be applied to all pairs of Fourier components of the input
spike trains considered in our pulse-coupled case. Hence one
can expect the processing circuit in our experiment to re-
spond at a frequency obeying Eq. �2�. This is indeed the case,
as shown in Fig. 5. The figure compares experimental results

FIG. 3. Influence of the noise intensity in the spiking behavior
of the system. The left-column plots show time series for increasing
values of noise: �a� VRMS=0.035 V, �b� VRMS=0.194 V, and �c�
VRMS=0.270 V. Plots �d�–�f� are the corresponding probability dis-
tribution functions of the interval between spikes. Intermediate val-
ues of noise intensity �b�, �e� show an entrainment of the system at
the ghost frequency fr=800 Hz �Tr=1/ fr=1.25 ms�.

FIG. 4. Normalized standard deviation of the interspike interval
vs its mean. The different measurements correspond to increasing
values of noise. The minimum of the standard deviation corre-
sponds to the entrainment of the system at the ghost period �Tr

=1/ fr=1.25 ms�.
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with the theoretical expression �2� for k=2, for the optimal
noise level corresponding to �f =0 �VRMS=0.194 V, the situ-
ation of Figs. 3�b� and 3�e��.

V. CHARACTERIZING THE RESPONSE TO
INHARMONIC INPUTS

As was presented at length in previous work �6,7�, the
linear interference between harmonics leads to peaks that in
the subthreshold case are easily detected by noise. It was also
discussed that for relatively large noise intensity the system
is triggered by other frequencies �see Figs. 1�c� and 1�d� of
Ref. �7��. In the present case, the input circuits respond in an
all-or-none manner, transducing the �suprathreshold� input
harmonic signals into spikes of constant amplitude. Thus the
shape of the interference peaks is different from the sinu-
soidal case, there is no negative interference, and timing ef-
fects are more crucial. In this case the noise needs to be of
the order of the pulse amplitudes in order to produce spikes
at frequencies other than the ghost frequency, something that
has no biological realism.

Here GSR requires the detection of the coincident arrival
of spikes from the different harmonics into the processing
element. Therefore the phases of the original harmonics be-
ing applied to the input circuits have to be carefully adjusted.
In the particular case in which the input frequencies are mul-
tiples of a fundamental one �i.e., �f =0 in Eq. �1��, the phase
difference must be sufficiently close to zero so that the input
spiking events coincide within a certain time interval. Nu-
merical simulations of a neural model �13� have addressed
this issue for spiking inputs, and shown that for realistic
neural parameters the phase difference needs to be smaller
than a few percent of the characteristic interspike interval, in
order for coincidence detection to be effective �and thus for
GSR to be present�.

In the general inharmonic case ��f �0 in Eq. �1�� the role
of the phase difference becomes pervasive, leading to the

appearance of spike packages in the output of the processing
element. Figure 6 shows an example of the output of the
system when �f �0. This figure was obtained by fixing the
noise amplitude at a value that ensures the observation of
ghost resonance in the harmonic case �f =0 �VRMS=0.194
V�, and then increasing slightly the value of �f . Under these
conditions spikes appear in packages, so that the output is
now characterized by three time scales: �i� the separation Tspk
between spikes inside the packages, �ii� the interval Tpkg be-
tween consecutive spike packages, and �iii� the width �T of
the spike packages. A similar behavior arises in the case of
sinusoidal inputs, but in the present case the phenomenon is
more robust, since it only operates during small time inter-
vals �i.e., those in which spikes coincide�, while most of the
time the processing circuit is not responding.

The spike interval within packages is Tspk=Tr=1/ fr,
where fr is the response frequency given by Eq. �2�; in fact
its inverse is the quantity plotted in Fig. 5. As explained
above, this frequency arises from the superposition of the
Fourier components of the two spike series. However, this
argument only holds as long as spikes from the two series
coincide in the processing circuit for a time long enough to
excite the latter. This leads to the spike packages shown in
Fig. 6, whose temporal characteristics are analyzed in the
following.

A. Spike package frequency

Let us consider two spike trains of frequencies given by
Eq. �1�, and assume first that the spikes are � shaped �i.e.,
they have zero width�. Under this condition, two spikes co-
incide only when they occur exactly at the same time. In the
case of �f =0, this happens when

Tcoin = kT1 = �k + 1�T2, �3�

where T1 and T2 are the input periods �inverse of the input
frequencies f1 and f2�. For �f �0 Eq. �3� is not valid any-
more: the expected coincidence after a time kT1 is lost be-
cause, given a perfect coincidence between two spikes �la-
beled a1 and b1 in Fig. 7�, �f produces a temporal shift
between the next spikes that were supposed to coincide �a3
and b4 in Fig. 7�. The value of this shift is given by

tshift = �k + 1�T2 − kT1 =
k + 1

�k + 1�f0 + �f
−

k

kf0 + �f
. �4�

Since f1� f2, the homogeneous shift �f induces a higher
relative increase in f1 than in f2, so that T1 pulses move to

FIG. 5. Mean spike frequency of the processing circuit for vary-
ing frequency shift ��f�. The dashed line corresponds to the theo-
retical value of fr given by Eq. �2� for k=2.

FIG. 6. Time series showing the influence of frequency detuning
�f in the output of the processing element.
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the left with respect to T2. The next coincidence will then
occur between the future images of spikes a2 and b2 in Fig.
7, which are the closest spikes. This will happen when the
time difference tdiff=T1−T2 between a2 and b2 is filled by n
consecutive shifts tshift:

tdiff = ntshift. �5�

Using expression �4� and the fact that tdiff=1 / f1−1/ f2, with
f1 and f2 given by Eq. �1�, we find that the number n of
“quasicoincidence” periods kT1 needed to reach a new real
coincidence is n= tdiff / tshift= f0 /�f . The interval between two
perfect coincidences is the time from a1 to a2 �T1� plus the
time corresponding to these n quasicoincidence periods:

Tcoin = T1 + nkT1 = T1�1 +
f0

�f
k� =

1

�f
, �6�

where the definition �1� has been used in the last equal sign.
This result leads to a frequency between coincidences fcoin
=1/Tcoin=�f .

The previous analysis has assumed �-shaped input spikes.
For spikes with finite width �see Fig. 1�b�� several coinci-
dence events occur consecutively, giving rise to the spike
packages shown in Fig. 6. The period of these packages,
though, will still be given by Eq. �6�. Figure 8�a� shows
experimental results of the package frequency, fpkg, com-
pared with the theoretical prediction fpkg= fcoin=�f . The
agreement shown is excellent.

B. Spike package width

As mentioned above, the nonzero width of the input
spikes leads to several coincidence events in each spike
package. Let us assume in what follows that the input spikes
have the form of square-shaped pulses of width �tspk. We
have already explained that �f produces a temporal shift tshift
between quasicoincidence events �e.g., between pairs a1-b1
and a3-b4 in Fig. 7�, whose value is given by Eq. �4�. Due to

this shift, spikes a3 and b4 do not coincide if their width is
zero. On the other hand, for spikes with nonzero width �tspk,
coincidence holds until the accumulated shift is higher than
�tspk. The total number of spikes within a package will be
given by the number of times that tshift is contained within
�tspk:

Nspk =
2�tspk

tshift
=

2�tspk

�f
�kf0 + �f���k + 1�f0 + �f� , �7�

where Eq. �4� has been used. The factor 2 that multiplies
�tspk reflects the fact that spike-width-enabled coincidences
occur both before and after a perfect superposition. This ex-
pression simplifies to Nspk=2�tspkk�k+1�f0

2 /�f for �f � f0.
The temporal width of the spike package is �T=NspkTr.

Figure 8�b� shows experimentally measured values of Nspk
as a function of �f , compared with the theoretical result �7�
for different values of �tspk when square-shaped pulses are

FIG. 7. Schematic representation of the coincidence-detection
process for two inharmonic trains of �-shaped spikes. The top panel
represents the first input signal, the middle panel the second input
signal, and the bottom panel the response of the processing element.

FIG. 8. �Color online� Package frequency fpkg �a� and number of
spikes per package Nspk �b� for increasing values of the frequency
shift �f . In �a�, the dashed line corresponds to the theoretical value
fpkg=�f . In �b�, the lines correspond to the theoretical result �7� for
different values of �tspk �in milliseconds�. The staircase shape of
those lines is due to the integer character of the spike number.
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considered. This comparison allows us to estimate the effec-
tive spike width to be �tspk�20 	s.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied experimentally the integration and pro-
cessing of distributed signals in pulse-coupled excitable elec-
tronic circuits via ghost stochastic resonance. Harmonic sig-
nals are applied to a set of detecting excitable circuits, which
transduce the signals into spike trains that are further trans-
mitted to a third processing circuit. For intermediate noise
level this processing element exhibits a resonant response at
a frequency not present in the input. We have studied the

influence of inharmonic input frequencies by including a ho-
mogeneous frequency shift in all input components. This de-
tuning leads to the appearance of pulse packages, which we
have characterized in terms of their period and width. These
observations should be taken into account when studying
systems where information is transferred in a pulsed manner,
such as in the nervous system.
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